AirLoc Application News…

AirLoc ®Wedgmounts Provide Precise Leveling and Isolation for Presses and Metal-forming Equipment

AirLoc’s wide range of ®Wedgmount Precision Leveling Mounts and Engineered Elastomer Pads continue to solve the toughest applications in the metal-forming industry. The standard line of ®Wedgmounts support presses ranging in size from small Gap Frame Presses to Blanking / Transfer Presses weighing 2,000,000 pounds. Mounting configurations are available for FREESTANDING, BOLT-ON, and BOLT-THROUGH machine installations.

In addition to the various sizes of mounts, AirLoc offers a wide range of custom engineered pads which are securely bonded to the ®Wedgmounts providing LEVELING, DAMPING, or VIBRATION / IMPACT ISOLATION. With several standard pad thicknesses, and surface profiles, the versatility of the ®Wedgmount line is almost endless.

The pictures below shows a few of the standard ®Wedgmount configurations and two typical press applications.

For more information regarding AirLoc ®Wedgmounts or other leveling and isolation products, contact headquarters, Franklin, MA or your regional AirLoc Representative.
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